Thank you, donors

We are grateful for your enduring confidence and support of RMI and our market affiliates, Mission Possible Partnership and Canary Media.

As you can see in this year’s annual report, your support has fueled incredible progress. RMI has grown to more than 600 staff across 13 programs, working in 61 countries around the world. We’re so grateful for your continued partnership as we target bold goals and big impact in our pursuit of our clean energy future.

— With gratitude,
Jennifer Stokes,
Managing Director, Development

The Solutions Council

The Solutions Council is a collaborative community of donors committed to understanding, supporting, and advancing RMI’s work to create practical transformation through an annual gift of $1,500 or more.

The Innovators Circle

The Innovators Circle is an engaged group of partners who fuel RMI’s work through philanthropic support and clean energy leadership. Innovators gain unprecedented access to the ideas, experts, and projects that are shaping markets.

An Organization You Can Trust

RMI is consistently recognized as a Charity Navigator 4-Star charity (the highest rating possible given to nonprofits for fiscal responsibility and transparency) and rated as a Guidestar Platinum organization.
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New thematic web hubs expanding RMI’s reach: Inside Amory’s Brain, Energy Security Nexus, and Stories, which includes popular series like Reality Check and Clean Energy 101

Demonstrated viability of trucking electrification in the real world through Run on Less – Electric
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Donor support funded:
Solarize campaigns in 24 communities that accelerate accessible, affordable residential solar

Insight on direct air capture, a rapidly emerging, cross-cutting topic in the climate fight

Assumed stewardship of The Paris Agreement Capital Transition Assessment (PACTA), a free, open-source methodology that measures financial portfolios’ alignment with various climate scenarios
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254 new staff experts joining RMI from 19 countries

Expansion of policies favoring building electrification to 79 cities across 11 US states and Washington, D.C.

Donor support funded:

Targeting C02 emissions reduction in 19 countries
Donor support funded:
Bilingual, on-the-ground reporting on Puerto Ricans embracing solar power from Canary Media, an independent, nonprofit news outlet and RMI subsidiary

Donor support funded:
A new global coal phaseout team

Donor support funded:
An expanded Green Hydrogen Catapult committed to 45 GW of projects by 2026

Donor support funded:
Adoption of the Women in (RWE) network, a growing professional community of over 570 people from 60+ countries

Donor support funded:
Advancement of RMI EV and building priorities by supporting the design of new programs from the bipartisan infrastructure deal and shaping the $369B of climate funding from the Inflation Reduction Act
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Ricans embracing solar
Media, an independent, nonprofit news outlet reporting on Puerto Rico and RMI subsidiary power from Canary Media, an independent, nonprofit news outlet and RMI subsidiary
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RMI Legacy Society

The RMI Legacy Society honors those individuals who remember RMI in their bequest or other planned gift in their will or estate plan.
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Donor support funded:

Establishment of ambitious green hydrogen targets in China

110 startups joining the Third Derivative climate tech accelerator program
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